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MONTESSORI CASA INTERNATIONAL
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Inspiring a passion for learning
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Directly from

Punum’s Desk…
Understanding the Montessori
Environment (2)
CHILD SIZED
Everything in a Montessori classroom
is made to be easily accessible to
children. Montessori was the first
educator to produce child-sized tables
and chairs and to think about the fact
that children need to have cupboards
and shelves at their own height. She
wanted the children to feel that the
classroom belonged to them rather
than the teachers. She knew that order
is very important to children and she
therefore ensured that everything had
its place and that all materials were
kept as neatly as possible. She created
materials that she saw the children
were drawn to and she removed those
items in which they showed no
interest. She tried to ensure that the
materials provided met the interest of
the children. It was the children who
led her development of the materials
and the children who showed her how
the environment should be prepared.
At MCI, you may have noticed the
classroom looks different every two to
three weeks. The teachers change the
theme throughout the classroom and
in doing so entice the children to re-
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visit the materials and work with
them, hence perfecting the skills
learned. Last week, for example,
our school celebrated Chinese New
Year and so from Practical Life
(with chopsticks and tea tasting),
to matching Chinese fabrics and
tasting Chinese spices in Sensorial
to learning about Chinese artists
and art forms to putting up a
production for all the families to
enjoy, it was all about China. What
a cultural experience in these
formative years!
Now our classroom is ready to
celebrate Valentine’s Day. Love,
respect, kindness, compassion will
be emphasized on a daily basis.

Montessori Casa International
Re-Enrollment
This is one more reminder to
please turn in your re
enrollment forms. Even if you
have decided not to return to
MCI, we need you to let us know
in writing. This way we can give
up to your spot to those
anxiously waiting. Thank you.

Montessori Casa International
February 2017
14

Valentine’s Day Party

20

President’s Day – NO
SCHOOL
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Parent Education
Seminar: Discipline in the
Pre Primary Classroom
Paddington Bear will re-visit the
Casa, much to the children’s
delight. On Valentine’s Day, the
children will enjoy a Tea Party
with their favorite bear. We will
take this opportunity to introduce
the children to Peru and England –
the long journey of the little bear!
If you are wondering if we have
fun too – you are absolutely right!

February 8th, 2017
8:15am – 8:45am
Ms. Zahida will lead a
discussion on discipline in
the Pre Primary classroom
and will give you tips on
how you can carry it into
your home.

